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SOME GOOD NEWS
With @hatsbyremi and his momma, Kristin

 For those that don’t know us my name is Kristin and I have the pleasure of 
sharing my little home with a very sweet guy named Remington. We are 
@hatsbyremi on Instagram.

It’s been a rough 4 months. The night I took Remi to the emergency room is It’s been a rough 4 months. The night I took Remi to the emergency room is 
one I will never forget. The vet calmly explained she had found a tumor; it 
had ruptured and was bleeding into Remi’s abdomen. She told me Remi had 
hours, maybe days, to live if we didn’t operate. The vet then handed me an 
extremely large quote and said she would give me a moment to think. I 
looked at the number and knew I couldn’t possibly save Remi, my world 
shattered.

After lots of sleepless nights I decided to proceeded with Chemotherapy. 
This wasn’t an easy choice, I knew it would be hard on us. We got backlash 
for even considering it on another forum; But not from the Nuggets, they re-
assured me it wasn’t over, trust my gut, we can do this. They helped me get 
in touch with Paw Philanthropy who graciously picked us up and again The 
Gang came through in a huge way with  Remi’s chemotherapy.

Norman’s Gang is truly more than a hashtag. There is so much good in this 
Gang. Complete strangers reached out to me, sent advice, encouragement, 
and in general loved us. Every message came at an extremely needed 
moment for me. Hundreds of strangers became my friends, supporting and 
believing we could beat this monster. On Thursday, May 14 Remi did just 
that...he beat the monster. Both his xrays and ultrasounds came back clear 
and the vet declared him a cancer survivor. It’s unknown if or when the 
cancer might come back, we aren’t out of the woods but we’ve got some cancer might come back, we aren’t out of the woods but we’ve got some 
time. I can’t thank The Gang enough, you helped save my best friend. I’m so 
grateful and I love you all.

Heartbroken, I told my mini gang the situation. The Nuggets rallied behind me 
and reassured me this wasn’t the end. They were not going to let me go 
through this alone, and let me tell you when the Nuggets see a need or oppor-
tunity to love...they move quick! Rebecca and Otis (@swampdog_millionaire) 
started a GoFundMe and with The Gang’s support, they raise around $3,500 
that helped to cover the emergency surgery. The Nuggets stayed in constant 
contact with me through Remi’s surgery, they kept my mind occupied the best 
they could helping me not go too deep down thought rabbit holes of all the difthey could helping me not go too deep down thought rabbit holes of all the dif-
ferent scenarios the vet laid out.

We had to wait an entire week before getting biopsy results and again the 
world went dark. The tumor was Hemangiosarcoma, an aggressive, fast 
moving, cancer that attacks the cells lining the blood vessel walls. Since the 
tumor had ruptured, it had likely traveled to other parts of his sweet little body 
and would take over again in 1-3 months. At this point I’ll admit, I went pretty 
catatonic..I couldn’t eat, I couldn’t sleep, I missed work, I couldn’t function. The 
Nuggets stuck by my side always in my pocket. Someone would send a re-
minder to eat, a motivation to try, a constant digital hug to remind me I wasn’t minder to eat, a motivation to try, a constant digital hug to remind me I wasn’t 
alone and we would keep fighting.



By Skyler (@growing_up_shihtzu)

Hey guys!  Welcome to the rst pandemic edition of The Hood! We know all too well how 
weird humans are; BUTT things have suddenly gotten totally out of paw. None of us knows 
why or for how long it’s going to last…

TThese drastic changes are having profoundly deleterious effects on our gangsta quality of 
life. Clearly, something must be done!! They have stopped doing anything outside the house 
(when they do, it involves a long, foul smelling cleaning ritual that takes time away from 
playing, rubbing our bellies, and dispensing treats). Butt…we wanted them home more 
often you bark? To which I respond: EVERYTHING IN MODERATION.

As these photos illustrate, the immediate consequences TO US of their excessive time at 
home include:



THIS CANNOT STAND!  Let’s unite and devise retaliatory strategies. I need your input. Bark 
your wildest fantasies to me @growing_up_shihtzu.  Until next time, Namaste safe, y’all.
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